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 Main Features It provides a comprehensive environment for the search, discovery and analysis of chemical information.
Spartan provides a framework for research that includes a range of search, filtering and processing tools for: Chemical structure

search, viz. Spartan provides a chemical structure query engine and a chemical structure editor that allows searching, drawing
and editing of chemical structures by virtue of chemical editors. Chemical reaction search and drawing, viz. Spartan can search
reaction databases, supports chemical reaction search and drawing, allows chemical reaction identification from text and digital

files, displays reaction templates, generates reaction nets, provides a web based chemical reaction editor, provides molecular
editor for drawing, editing and coloring reaction structures, and supports chemical reaction drawing and editing. Chemical

property search, viz. Spartan provides a suite of chemical property query engines and chemical property editors. These allow
chemical property and information query and extraction. Chemical formula editor, viz. Spartan provides a chemical formula
editor for drawing chemical formulas. It can also search chemical formulas using the Chemical formula query engine, search
chemical reactions using the Chemical Reaction query engine. Chemical formula editor, viz. Spartan provides an editor for

drawing chemical formulas in SDF, SDX or CDX formats. It can search chemical formulas using the Chemical Formula query
engine, search chemical reactions using the Chemical Reaction query engine. Document management system, viz. Spartan

provides a document management system for chemical documents, chemical reaction databases and chemical property
databases. It can be used to search, upload, browse, download and analyze chemical documents. Search and retrieval: Spartan

provides a range of tools for searching and retrieving chemical information, including chemical structure search, chemical
reaction search, chemical property search, chemical document management, chemical information retrieval, etc. Information

visualization: Spartan provides a series of tools for drawing chemical information viz., chemical formula editor, molecular
editor, chemical property editor, reaction editor, etc. It also provides chemical information visualization tools viz., chemical
property information visualization tool, reaction information visualization tool, chemical document information visualization

tool, etc. Chemical information analysis: Spartan provides a suite of tools for chemical information analysis viz., chemical
molecule analysis tool, reaction network analysis tool, chemical information retrieval tool, etc. It also provides functionalities

for analyzing chemical molecules, chemical reactions, chemical networks, etc. Chemical document management system: Spartan
provides a suite of tools for chemical document management viz., chemical information retrieval tool, chemical document

manager, chemical document analysis tool, etc. It also 82157476af
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